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Introduction 
This document describes how to display user log information in a DISQOVER 6.x environment. In the last section, the 

user information on the DISQOVER demo platform is used as an example.    

User log files 
To improve the user-friendliness of DISQOVER, an extended logging of user activity is present in DISQOVER 6.x, which 

can be ingested in DISQOVER and presented as navigable dashboards, allowing users to gain insights on how the 

DISQOVER platform is used.   

The DISQOVER user logs are collected on an hourly basis and stored in two files:  

• The first file, local_user_list.log, contains user data such as email addresses, account types, time of creation of the 

account and last login.  

• The second file, local_production.log, stores information about the activities of users on the platform.  This 

includes time stamps, user ID, session ID and more details about the performed actions.  

User, Session, Action 
When ingesting these files in DISQOVER, the information can be categorized into three data types (aka canonical 

types):   

• User: the people using DISQOVER. 

• Session: starting on log-in and ending on log-out or time-out. 

• Action: detailed activities of the user on the platform. 

Using this approach, it is possible to see how users experience the DISQOVER platform: how often they use the 

platform and how many actions they perform on it, which canonical types and search terms they use most, which links 

they follow, which data sources they are exposed to, …  

NOTE: If DISQOVER is deployed on more than one server, an additional Server canonical type can be used to show 

server information.   
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Procedure 
LOG RETRIEVAL 

The first step consists of copying the logs from their current location on the server to another location to make them 

available to the Data Ingestion Engine. 

A script can be created that automatically retrieves the logs and stores them in the /disqover/data/source_data/logs/ 

folder. It can be scheduled to execute at any frequency (ie - once a day, once a week, etc.) The script consists of the 

following steps:  

1. Copy the logs from the DISQOVER server, where they are stored, to a destination where they’re accessible to 

the Data Ingestion Engine 

cp /disqover/data/backend/user_logs/backend/*.gz /disqover/data/source_data/logs/  

2. Create new directories for the logs and extract the log files:  

cd /disqover/data/source_data/logs/ ; for file in *.gz; do a_dir=`expr $file : '\(.*\).tar.gz'`; mkdir $a_dir 

2>/dev/null; tar -zxf $file -C $a_dir; done  

3. Running the pipeline (see next section). 

PIPELINE 

The user logs are processed using DISQOVER’s Data Ingestion Engine. For the use case explained in this document, 

there is a prefabricated user log pipeline in the Help Center.  

The construction of the pipeline consists of several steps:  

1. Defining the data source and importing the files containing the user and production data.  

2. Preparing the files by transforming literals (transforming dates to ISO format, reading json strings within the 

files, …), adding labels and URIs.  

3. Merging classes if necessary and extracting server information if needed.  

4. Forming links that reflect the relationship of the different canonical types, for example: sessions have a user, 

actions take place within a session, … 

5. Inferring predicates by relationship and transforming them to extract relevant information.  

6. Building the 3 data types: User, Session, Action and adding properties and facets.  

7. Publishing the result in DISQOVER. 

https://info.ontoforce.com/user-log-pipeline
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Figure 1: Schematic overview of the user log pipeline. 

DASHBOARDS 

After completing the pipeline, the user logs are ready to be displayed in DISQOVER. The dashboards, instance list and 

instance details of each data type can be configured directly from the platform.  
Use Case 
A subset of the user activity on the DISQOVER demo server is illustrated in this section. To protect the privacy of our 

users, the personal information is hashed. 

USER 

On the User dashboard, the user accounts are shown as instances. Here, one can quickly filter on account status or 

user role and see aggregations of user creation dates and last logins. Additional widgets show the distribution of time 

spent on the platform and how many actions and sessions a user has performed. 

 

Figure 2: User roles. 
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Figure 3: Dates of last sign-in. 

SESSION 

The Session dashboard shows information on DISQOVER sessions: when they were performed, how many actions 

were taken during a session and how long sessions lasted. 

 

Figure 4: Date of the sessions. 

 

Figure 5: Number of actions per session. 
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ACTION 

The Action dashboard shows a detailed overview of actions on the platform. One can quickly see the time of the 

actions and filter by action type. Other widgets are related to specific actions in a DISQOVER search: 

● Start search: the used search term and the data type a user selected to commence his or her search. 

● Filters: which facets were used to filter on, and in which canonical type. 

● Links: which were the most popular canonical types linked to and from. 

● Instance details: which data sources contributed to instance details that were opened by the user. 

 

Figure 6: The search terms and canonical types used in searching. 

 

Figure 7: An overview of filtering actions: the current canonical type, the used facet, and the type of filter. 
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Figure 8: An overview of followed links. 

 

Figure 9: The data sources users have been exposed to. 

LINKS 

Logical links are in place between the canonical types: users perform sessions and actions, while actions happen 

within a session. This allows to quickly find the answer to questions such as: “which search terms are used by users 

who created their account last week?” or “which users were active on the platform in January?” 
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Figure 10: Links you can follow from the Canonical Type "Session". 


